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Step Back in Time

Welcome to Pennington Borough as it celebrates its 125th anniversary
this year!
Join the celebration as you step back in time and visit some of
Pennington’s finest homes of historical and architectural significance.
There are eight homes on the tour. Each one tells a story and as a
group they represent various architectural styles of 19th and early 20th
century Pennington. In addition, the tour features the recently restored
Headmaster’s House at the Pennington School (now the Wesley Alumni
House) and the neo-classic building style of Sun National Bank, site
of Pennington’s first bank. The homes on Main Street and Delaware
Avenue, as well as the Alumni House and the bank, are within
Pennington’s Crossroads Historic District.
Pennington is rightfully proud of its historic heritage going back
to the early 1700’s. The Hopewell Valley Historical Society is honored
to showcase that heritage and help celebrate the Borough’s 125th
anniversary with its sponsorship of this historic house tour.
Enjoy the charm of Pennington and its historic homes!

Tom Ogren
House Tour Coordinator

Jack Davis, President
Hopewell Valley Historical Society

House Tour Information
Tour Courtesies:
• No smoking, eating or drinking inside tour houses
• No touching of objects in homes or opening doors closed to the
public
• No strollers inside homes
• No indoor photographs
• In case of rain or when requested, please put on shoe covers
when entering a house.
• No high-heeled shoes
Shuttle Bus:
• A 22 passenger shuttle bus will make a continuous loop with
six stops as shown on the map on the back over of this booklet.
The bus takes about 20 minutes to complete the loop. You may
get on and off the bus at any stop.
Tour Conditions:
• No refunds
• The Hopewell Valley Historical Society is not responsible if any
house is taken off the tour.
• Tour-goers participate in the tour at their own risk. The
Historical Society and homeowners are not responsible for
any injuries.
Restrooms:
• Restrooms are available in Borough Hall at 30 N. Main Street.

YOU MUST BRING THIS BOOKLET TO ENTER ALL HOUSES
HOUSES CAN BE TOURED IN ANY ORDER

Pennington Homes and History
Our tour of historic homes in Pennington includes more than a
century of construction from 1790 to 1917. The featured homes were
chosen because they have retained a large amount of their historic
fabric. They are educational in putting a historical face to the name of
a style, at the same time telling something about the development of
our town.
Pennington began with the construction of a Presbyterian Church in
1725 in a forest at the intersection of two ancient paths. Through the
18th century, Pennington remained a very small town. By the close of
the century there were three taverns, several businesses appropriate
mostly to traffic on the road, and just a few residences. Our few
remaining 18th century structures are hidden under later dress. What
we see along Main Street and Delaware Avenues in the Historic District
is a 19th Century town that exhibits Federal, Greek Revival, Gothic
Revival, Italianate, Second Empire, and Queen Anne buildings.
Because there was much growth in the town in the early 19th century,
the main character is Federal, although many of these homes were
modified later in the century to take on Italianate brackets under
extended eaves.
The circa 1790 Joseph and Mary Moore House is the oldest intact
facade in the Borough. Its 9 over 6 windows on the first floor and 6 over
6 windows on the second are true to the Federal period. When the
house was built on the Moore farm the village did not extend so far
south. Its occupants were a retired farm couple, so it is a small house
that had just two rooms on each floor.
Federal houses were built until 1850, some four windows wide, others
five windows wide. The next architectural expression came from Dr.
Henry P. Welling. The appreciation for Greek Revival architecture
came from the American fascination with Greece, the birthplace of
democracy. This high style building emulates the Greek Temple form.

Entering it is like stepping back in time. Its interior architecture is so
strong that little has been changed.
Italianate architecture did not come to Pennington in full form, but
its main motif, the bracket,can be found almost everywhere. Our two
1850 houses take us on a journey of design from the Federal house
form to the Greek Revival, with its doorway of rectilinear sidelights and
transom, and its frieze, to a culmination in large brackets in the frieze
across the face of these houses.
The 1856 Joseph and Cora Smith House demonstrates another part
of the Pennington story: the arrival of the AME congregation on farm
frontage that was sold in lots by Joshua Bunn. These African American
families were farmers on nearby rented land, farm laborers, and
laborers in the town’s shops. The narrow lots dictated a one-roomwide house that was two rooms deep on both floors, with a kitchen at
the rear.
With the construction of Stony Brook Lodge in 1895, the modern era
began. Col. John A. Kunkel prodded the town to leave its rural past
behind. The Queen Anne style house was well established in suburbs
elsewhere, and Kunkel sought to make it a new standard here.
William P. Howe was Pennington’s second developer, arriving 15
years after Kunkel. In the decade from 1910 to 1920, both men had
lots for sale. Our 1914 American Four Square house was a new style
for the new middle class. Howe clearly favored them for corners in his
development.
In 1917, Howe built “White Birches,” his third residence in Pennington.
It deftly combines an “Arts and Crafts” or “Craftsman” aesthetic
with the Colonial Revival styles of the time. The large house blends
remarkably into its well landscaped lot, remaining evidence of Howe’s
love of plants, and his legacy that is the southern half of Pennington.

Architectural Styles of Pennington
Federal: 1785 to 1850. Much of Pennington’s streetscape is Federal.
Examples are simple. Houses are either 4 or 5 windows wide. Ridgelines
are parallel to street, with an intersecting kitchen wing behind. Windows
are 9 over 6 on the first floor, and smaller 6 over 6 on the second. There
were no eave or rake overhangs until later changes occurred.
Greek Revival: 1830 to 1850. Form imitates Greek Temples. Gable
ends face the street. Heavy detailing around windows to imitate stone
construction. Gables ends have completed triangular form with frieze
detailing. Typical doorway has sidelights and transom lights, always
rectilinear. Typical door and fireplace header is simple two tier plank.
Doorway used in other styles for decades to come.
Gothic Revival: 1840 to 1880. Plain form examples in Pennington.
Shows up as steeper gable ends facing street, taller windows, often
paired. “L-shaped” houses in northern Borough descend from this style.
Appears also as small cross gables in roof centered over front door.
Italianate: 1840 to 1880. No full “villa” or tower examples in Pennington. About 1850, houses of Federal form were built with taller exterior
walls to allow 4 feet or more above windows so that large brackets under
the eaves could be use. Soon after, many Federal houses had their walls
raised and roofs rebuilt to allow for small brackets. Also includes
“hooded” window trims.
Second Empire: 1875 to 1885. Two in Pennington. Our train Station
of 1876, and one on North Main built 1882.
Queen Anne/Shingle Style: 1895 to 1905. Exuberant style of many
attached forms and towers, porte-cocheres and deep porches. Mixture
of stone, shingles, and various windows.
The American Foursquare and Kit Houses: 1910 to 1925. Foursquare
is square in plan, under a hip roof. Often has large columned porches,
and used on corner lots in Pennington. Some foursquares were mail
order kit houses. This design and others were marketed and shipped by
rail by Sears and other companies.
.

Wesley Alumni House
The Pennington School’s Wesley Alumni House on West Delaware
Avenue dates back to the 1870’s. For most of its history, the Alumni
House served as the Headmaster’s home probably as early as 1904.
The Gothic Revival style house, with its elaborate wraparound porch,
may have been a more simple farmhouse when originally constructed
since the site of the Pennington School was once farmland.
The Alumni House, which previously served as the Admissions office,
was restored on its exterior to its former glory by The Pennington
School last year. As part of that restoration, the all white frame house
was repainted in period colors and the wraparound porch with its
custom made turned columns was completely reconstructed based on
a circa 1900 photograph. The first floor is on the tour.

Sun National Bank Building
The 1920’s era Sun National Bank building, located at Pennington’s
“crossroads” of Main Street and Delaware Avenue, features a classic
Greek Revival facade and a spacious lobby which will open to tour
goers. Today’s building was the site of Pennington’s first bank, the
First National Bank of Pennington, established in 1900. The founders
of the bank purchased the old colonial tavern which stood on the site
since 1790. Having outgrown that structure by the mid-1920’s, the
bank made plans for an imposing bank building. The new structure
was a hit with local residents. At its grand opening on May 27, 1927,
it attracted a throng of over 1,500 people. (Source: J.L. Koeppel)

House #1
39 N. Main Street

1850

Greek Revival / Italianate

Thompson - Holcomb House
James Thompson bought the lot and built this house in the summer
of 1850 and his large family resided here until 1862. Thomas Holcombe, a stock dealer, acquired the house in 1869, and remained with
his family until 1892. Holcombe held four acres around the house,
and doubtless kept cattle for sale on the property.
The house form retains the Federal plan: the double parlor along the
street with center stair, and the kitchen ell behind. The depth of the
front block is still narrow enough to require one additional step to the
side at the second floor. Windows on the upper floor are still shorter
than the windows on the first. But the exterior walls have been heightened to allow for a frieze band at the top and a door with sidelights
and transom is used, both Greek Revival. The large brackets in the
frieze are Italianate.
Inside, many moldings have been changed and added, notably the
delicate ceiling medallion in the south parlor, producing an elegant
historic context throughout. Important original elements are the beautifully refinished floors and exposed frame walls with brick insulation
on both levels. The second floor front bedrooms have beaded plank
doors and a variety of early hardware. The house has been extended
to the rear for a larger family room, and master bedroom above.

House #2
121 E. Delaware Ave.

1895

Queen Anne/Shingle Style

Stony Brook Lodge John A. Kunkel House
In the early 1890’s, Col. John A. Kunkel, a Commission Merchant,
found Pennington, possibly as a result of his work as an egg buyer for
the firm of his cousins, S.S. Long & Co. in New York City. He soon
adopted Pennington as his home and his project.
According to his published biography, Kunkel was born in rural
Pennsylvania in 1834, and by the age of 25, he was a Colonel in the
Pennsylvania State militia. He is credited with being a member of Abraham Lincoln’s bodyguard, as the new president crossed Pennsylvania
on his way to Washington, DC in 1861.
By 1872, Kunkel was working for his cousins in New York and living
in Jersey City. As early as 1888, he was living in New York City. The
City Directory first shows him living at Pennington, NJ, in 1895.
With Stony Brook Lodge, Kunkel brought a new style and scale of
residential construction to Pennington. The Queen Anne house had
become the choice of wealthy suburbanites along the eastern seaboard.

The broad porch, the porte-cochere, and corner tower are indications
of the wealth of the new residents Kunkel hoped to attract here. He
soon advertised lots for sale and built a similar house adjacent to his
own for his niece. Three more houses were built on a newly created
Eglantine Avenue for clients of his development project.
Appropriate to its time, the house is filled with stained wood finishes.
The large entry hall has an elaborate stair of fine wood descending from
the second floor, next to a trimmed and tiled fireplace to welcome winter
guests. To the left, in the tower portion of the plan, is a reception parlor
with another fireplace. This room connects with a long parlor, and
across the center hall is an ample dining room. These two rooms also
have fireplaces. The first floor of the house is set up to easily entertain
several dozen guests.
There is a large third floor entertainment room that includes the round
tower space. The view over Pennington is unique. At the back of the
house there is a service stair and dumbwaiter to provide refreshments
to this room. This may well be the “Club Room” where Kunkel founded
the Pennington Improvement Association. The group was responsible
for starting the Pennington Post newspaper; bringing electricity to
town; encouraging the Canning Company and the Foundry to locate
here and developing a program of clean up and promotion, and more.
All this time Kunkel commuted to New York where he managed an egg
buying business that grossed five million dollars in 1905. At home, he
hired managers for his two farms, and produced exceptional wheat,
corn, and cattle. He came to Pennington with his second wife Jennie,
and no children. Stony Brook Lodge was their mansion for two.

House #3
24 W. Delaware Avenue

1850

Italianate

Gertrude and Benjamin Taylor House
This circa 1850 house demonstrates changes made to the basic
Federal house form common in Pennington until that time. The typical
house was lengthened slightly to allow a through-hall next to the stair
and the wide Greek Revival doorway with its sidelights in the facade.
Most importantly, the exterior wall was raised several feet which
accommodated the Greek Revival frieze, the wide band under the eaves
with its “eyebrow” windows and large Italianate brackets.
Widow Gertrude Taylor purchased this house before 1875 from the
Rev. Edward Sanders family. Her deceased husband, Benjamin F.
Taylor, Sr. had been a brickmaker and butcher on South Main Street.
Two of Mrs. Taylor’s sons were butchers in Pennington for many years
after. Son Benjamin Jr. resided in this property until the mid-1920’s.
Three elements of the house detailing were obtained from the Strawbridge estate and added to the house in the 1980’s: the exterior arch
over the doorway, the large trimmed mirror in the right parlor, and the
fireplace surround in the left parlor. In the right parlor, the fireplace
surround, its side cabinet, the window trims, and crown molding are
original to the house. In the back of the plan, a large kitchen ell with
dining room is also original. A back stair enclosed by a plank wall leads
to the second floor.

House #4
102 Laning Avenue

1914

American Four Square

Charles F. Spresser House
The American Four Square made its debut across America about
1910. William P. Howe, developer of southern Pennington, clearly
favored the house style for the corners of the streets he laid out.The
square shape of the house, and the typical wrap-around porch, allowed the house to face two streets with equal architectural presence.
The house was built by Charles Spresser, a long time baker in Pennington, who served Pennington School, as well as town and country.
The entrance to this house is at the corner, facing Laning Avenue. The
entry, living room and dining room remain as originally designed. The
stair drops into the small entry; the living room on the right has added
built-ins; and the dining room straight ahead has an interesting plate
shelf around the full room.
Passing through to the kitchen, the surprises begin. The current owner
has redone the kitchen to a gleaming white, and opened it to a sun-lit
family room with fireplace.
On the second floor the creativity continues. One bedroom has become
a dressing room leading to a second floor addition containing a new
bath and master bedroom with a remarkable vaulted ceiling. Another
corner room of the second floor is a work and play room for two daughters. Inside there is a stair to the third floor with built-in beds for the
girls, a bath, and another vaulted ceiling.

House #5
304 Burd Street

1917 Colonial Revival

Craftsman

“White Birches” - William P. Howe House

The iconic tapered and shingled porch columns arrayed along Burd
Street speak the language of the Arts and Crafts, or Craftsman Style,
a style that mostly produced single story houses under broad roofs
that were called bungalows.

Viewing this house from across Burd Street reveals a large two story
and very symmetrical house consistent with the Colonial Revival styles
of the time. The curved roof over the deep porch is consistent with
Dutch Colonial Revival. The house is a marvelous blend of these styles.
The Arts and Crafts style had an element of rural purity achieved by
the use of rustic materials, such as the shingles all around and the
rusticated stone fireplace in the north living room.

Twice mayor of Pennington, William Howe was also a nurseryman, a
leader in Pennington’s development, and a benefactor to the town and
its people. This house was frequently filled with town officers, neighbors, nursery customers, and business partners.

From the broad front porch, we enter a hall with a centered feature
stair. To either side are small rooms, on the right a reception room
with its own small brick fireplace. The other way leads through a music
room to the sunlit southern living room, with a door to the lush
gardens on the south side of the house. Notice the deep window seats
on the east and west sides of the room, a variation on the Inglenooks
used in the Arts and Crafts period.

The dining room is off this living room, and it has been wonderfully
lightened by opening up the rear wall. The kitchen is next, and has
been altered with a large opening into the north living room. The
kitchen was redone by the present owners with cabinets compatible
with the Arts and Crafts period. Note the small windows through the
north end chimney.

The large pin oaks along Burd Street remain from Mr. Howe’s time,
and the present owners have maintained the Howe tradition of lush
plantings on the lot.

Much of this block between Burd and Sked Streets was devoted to the
operations of Howe Nurseries. There was a barn west of the house,
and several greenhouses to the southwest. Employees came to the side
door of the house for their pay checks for many years.

Mr. Howe arrived in Pennington in 1910, and soon after bought the
small farms on the west side of South Main Street. He laid out streets
named for citizens and families of the town. He put in sidewalks and
planted the Norway Maples that still line the streets. He donated land
for Toll Gate School and St. Matthews Church.

At the northwest corner of South Main and Curlis Avenue is the former
Howe Plant Market. Howe Nurseries was part of the lifeblood of
Pennington for many years. Mr. Howe did business across the country
and employed many local people for decades.

House #6
240 S. Main Street

1856

Mid 19th Century Vernacular

Joseph and Cora Smith House
In 1850, Pennington Methodist Joshua Bunn had farmland frontage
on both sides of the road leading into Pennington. Three African
American men approached him for the gift of a building lot where
they planned to build an African Methodist Episcopal Church. This
accomplished, other black families bought lots from Bunn, and thus
Pennington’s third congregation was added to the village.
Originally built by Henry Brown, this house was purchased by
Joseph W. Smith, a laborer, in 1911, and his great granddaughter and
her husband enjoy it today, marking more than a century of family
ownership.
The house was originally two rooms deep on both floors, with a kitchen
attached to the back. In the living room where the stair is now, a
smaller “winder” stair once led to the upper floor. Behind is the dining
room with its original beadboard ceiling and a bay window added to
the side by Joseph Smith.
A family room at the rear of the house, built by the present owners,
leads to a major surprise: a rear yard completely developed for
entertaining, including shaded and sunny areas and an array of
interesting plantings and a fountain. On the second floor in the hall,
great grandmother Cora observes from the hallway wall.

House #7
132 S. Main Street

1790

Late Georgian / Federal

Joseph and Mary Moore House
This house was constructed for the retirement of Joseph Moore
(1724-1792) on land he had purchased as early as 1760. His son Capt.
Ely Moore took over the main house on this farm, and the widow
continued to live in this house until her death in 1818. When built,
this house was beyond the limits of Pennington village.
The original house is the section of five windows or “bays” on the
right. The windows are original, with 9 over 6 panes on the first floor,
and 6 over 6 on the second. The shutters and their hardware are also
original. The delicate detailing in the transom window over the door is
a Pennington icon.
The house demonstrates the simple needs of an aging couple. The original house is comprised of a center hall; a room on either side; a north
end porch, now enclosed as a home office; and two rooms on the
second floor. The rear kitchen was added in about 1948. The fireplace
in the room to the right has had its large cooking fireplace reduced in
size. The large wood beam and a trammel remain, but are hidden. The
room to the left has a magnificent Federal mantel, no doubt added by
Smith Jay who followed Mary Moore in the house.
Panels in the doors are of the simpler Georgian type. Note the box lock
on the inside of the front door. Later owner Smith Jay briefly attempted
a tavern here in the 1820’s.

House #8
117 S. Main Street

1840

Greek Revival

Dr.’s Henry P. and Edward L. Welling House
Dr. Henry P. Welling, a graduate of the College of New Jersey (Princeton) and the Medical Department of the University of Pennsylvania
built at the age of 32, Pennington’s first and most complete Greek
Revival residence. Modeled after ancient Greek temples, with its gable
end appropriately facing the street, its temple form has smooth boarding and window surrounds molded like stone construction. Since 1825
Americans had revered the place where democracy was born.
Inside, the architecture continues to be stunning. The entry hall is
graced with tall molded doorways to either side and contains an elliptical curving stairway, set off by a curved wall behind. The double
parlor to the left is divided when necessary by double doors. The four
corner rooms each have fireplaces, one of which was replaced by a
Victorian marble surround. The original kitchen, operated by servants,
was in the basement, and a dumbwaiter brought meals to a hidden
pantry in the middle of the plan.
Late in the 19th century Dr. Henry Welling, his wife, and their son Dr.
Edward Welling and his small family, all lived in the house. A two story
addition was built to the side of the house in the 1870’s and probably
housed the two live-in servants. The doctors’ office was in a separate
building to the rear of the main house. Two of the rear
windows and their bottom panels are hinged so they can open like
doors to the rear deck.
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Agency Advisors, Inc.
Mary Kay Krokowski
P.O. Box 822, Pennington, NJ 08534
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Alisandra B. Carnevale, LLC
Alisandra B. Carnevale
134 S. Main Street, Pennington, NJ 08534
609-737-3683 • alisandracarnevale@gmail.com
Emily’s Cafe and Catering
Emily Matticoli
9 N. Main Street, Pennington, NJ 08534
609-730-1010 • emilyscafe.catering@verizon.net
Flutter Boutique
Linda Martin
20 S. Main Street, Pennington, NJ 08534
609-737-2236 • flutterstyle@gmail.com
The Front Porch
Chris Murphy
24 S. Main Street, Pennington, NJ 08534
609-737-0071 • chris@thefrontporchnj.com
Insight Private Advisor
Kevin Ryan
65 S. Main St., Bldg. B, Pennington, NJ 08534
609-730-4941 • kevin.ryan@lpl.com
Kollevoll & Associates
Eric J. Kollevoll
23 Route 31 N. Suite B24, Pennington, NJ 08534
609-737-3310 • eric@kollevollagency.com
Twirl Toy Shop
Kim Liu
10 N. Main Street, Pennington, NJ 08534
609-737-4386 • kimliu93@gmail.com
Zoe Graphics
Kim Waters
32 N. Main Street, Pennington, NJ 08534
609-730-0500 • zoegraph@aol.com

Sponsors of the 125th Anniversary
Celebration of Pennington’s Incorporation
PLATINUM
The GM CPA Group

PREMIUM
The Pennington School
Flutter Boutique

GOLD
Perfect Performance Fitness & Dancewear
Blackwell Memorial Home
Orion Jewelry
Hopewell – Lambertville Eye Associates
Pennington Business & Professional Association.
Weidel Realtors
Pennington Quality Market
Scarinci Hollenbeck Law Firm
Alisandra Carnevale Law Firm
Economic Development Commission Group
The Bank of Princeton
Hopewell Valley Community Bank
Zoe Graphics
Gloria Nilson & Co.
Murray Peyton

Hopewell Valley Historical Society
The Hopewell Valley Historical Society was founded in 1975 by a group
of individuals interested in preserving the rich heritage of Hopewell
Township, Pennington Borough, Hopewell Borough and the many
“villages” which lie within the Hopewell Valley.
The Society is very active in researching local history and educating
the public about that history through various means including a
quarterly newsletter, programs open to the public, archives at a local
library, walking tours, oral histories, and the sale of publications. The
Society takes special pride in its quarterly newsletter which includes
well researched articles about Hopewell Valley history as well as news
and events of the Society.
Learn about Hopewell Valley’s past by becoming a member of the
Society. Simply go to our website: www.hopewellhistory.org. Individual
memberships are only $25, family memberships are $35.

Pennington Borough
Historic Preservation Commission
In 2011, the Pennington Borough Council enacted an ordinance forming the Pennington Borough Historic Preservation Commission and
the Pennington Crossroads Historic District. The Commission consists
of seven regular members and two alternates, all appointed by the
Mayor for four-year terms. The Commission meets monthly to review
certain changes to the exterior of properties within the Historic District.
The ordinance was carefully written to encourage appropriate change
while protecting the historic character of Pennington’s main thoroughfares, and to discourage demolition within the historic core. Since its
inception, the Commission has approved every application, often with
recommendations for historic appropriateness.
In several instances, buildings which might otherwise have been
demolished have been restored or rehabilitated, thereby continuing
their contribution to the outstanding quality of Pennington’s Crossroads
Historic District.
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HOUSES ON TOUR
1. 39 N. Main Street
2. 121 E. Delaware Avenue
3. 24 W. Delaware Avenue
4. 102 Lanning Avenue
5. 304 Burd Street
6. 240 S Main Street
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